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I N ,   and UbuWeb founder Kenneth

Goldsmith was asked to contribute a playlist to e New York Times “Living
With Music” column. Amidst a dozen other selections—including Christian Bök’s cover of Kurt Schwitters’s Ursonate and Marie Osmond’s rendition of “Karawane,” a Hugo Ball sound poem—we find Charles Bernstein’s
“–” and a somewhat understated entry for it: “Dating from , this is
the earliest known recording of this now-famous L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
poet. It is simply a three-minute recitation of the numbers  to  in that
order. Feel the suspense as the piece slowly builds; if you last that long,
things get really spicy around ” (Goldsmith).
Listeners who clicked on the link discovered exactly this, and much
more than Goldsmith describes, as well. Bernstein begins “–” in a
normal tone of voice, rattling off the first decad with accelerating speed
and force, then moves through the teens in a slightly bored fashion before
delivering “twenty-one” with a burst of either anger or enthusiasm (
track ). Most of the thirties, forties, and fifties are delivered in a quasiprofound tone (mocking, perhaps, an imagined stereotypical voice prevalent in contemporary poetry readings of the late s, from latter-day
coffee house beatniks to pipe-and-tweed university bards), a profundity of
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tone that gains momentum through the sixties, until the dazzling conclusion, in which the remaining numbers are screamed with animal intensity. While the first numbers of this final phase are delivered somewhat
whimsically, their delivery becomes more and more blood-curdling with
each passing digit, culminating in a painfully extended, seven-second howl
of “ninety-nine,” followed by a deadpan “one hundred.” is return to a
mundane tone, reminiscent of Bernstein’s opening “one,” effectively sets
up a continuum for listeners, beckoning them to begin again—to return
to one, as numbers do themselves—and thus a very irregular performance
ends with a recursive glance toward regularity.

 “From Text …”

We know very little about the text of “–”: the poem has never been
published in any of Bernstein’s books, and its sole appearance is as part of
Class, a  cassette release by Baltimore’s Widemouth Tapes, the liner
notes of which tell us that it was “conceived and performed in the Fall of
[his] sophomore year at college.” One potential influence might be Jackson
Mac Low’s  work, “One.” As part of a January  event celebrating the launch of Mac Low’s ing of Beauty: New and Selected Works,
Bernstein admits that he was tempted to read the poem—explaining its
construction as such: “[I]t consists of ten lines of ten words each, each
the word ‘one’ ”—and then goes on to give a brief performance, bubbling
with enthusiasm as he renders the first line (“one, one, one, one, one, oneone-one-one”), and then the final line, replete with gravid pauses (“one
… one … one … one … one-one … one”) (,  track ).us we have
a general structure similar to that of “–” and a deceptively simple
concept whose openness provides a performer with the opportunity for
individualized expression. Furthermore, given Bernstein’s emphasis that
the piece was “conceived and performed” (foregrounding its live execution over any textual origins), it is no large stretch to think of “–” (as
well as Mac Low’s “One”) as operating within the tradition of Dada—and
more proximally, of Fluxus—performance pieces.
According to George Maciunas, an ideology central to Fluxus is that
“art-amusement” should be “unlimited, massproduced [sic], obtainable by
all and eventually produced by all”—a historical notion of the avant-garde
carried over from Dada, which ultimately strives toward a “self-consciousness about daily tasks and activities: every chore becomes the execution
of a score, and therefore, a piece of music and a performance” (quoted
in Auslander , Auslander ). Moreover, the Fluxus event, which he
describes as “the fusion of Spike Jones, vaudeville, gag, children’s games
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and Duchamp,” should “strive for the monostructural and nontheatrical
qualities of the simple natural event, a game or a gag” (quoted in Nyman
). is everyday accessibility and playful performativity are on full display in “–” (particularly at its start). However, as the piece progresses
and Bernstein’s satirical tone yields to wounded shouting, its lightness
gives way to another characteristic of Fluxus aesthetics: a punctive abrasiveness, a confrontational spirit which is equally challenging to performer
and audience alike.
Consider, for example, Fluxus mainstay Yoko Ono’s “Voice Piece for
Soprano” (), which employs the human scream in a musical fashion.
An even more fitting analogue exists in Steve Reich’s  composition,
Pendulum Music. Scored “for four microphones feeding back as they swing
and slowly come to rest, over four upturned loudspeakers,” the piece’s
development closely parallels “–,” from flippant chirping to strident,
sustained shrieks, winding down to their abrupt, relenting final actions
that grant listeners a sense of relief after a harrowing aural experience, not
unlike the eerie calm in the wake of a thunderstorm. at is, Bernstein’s
“one hundred,” delivered in normal speech instead of a scream, provides a
denouement analogous to the sudden unplugging of Reich’s microphones
after an indeterminate period of atonal, ear-shattering noise. e simple
grace of Reich’s phase-shifting technique, employed in works such as
Pendulum Music, is that it “allows a relatively small amount of musical
material to be cycled through all its possible permutations” (Duckworth
). Similarly, in “–,” Bernstein elicits a robust and varied emotional
expressiveness from quotidian language.
In all these cases, a score of some sort exists but seems unnecessary—their conceptual nature ensures that all essential features can be
easily conveyed and replicated without textual intervention, and even a
system of poetic dynamic notation as intricate as Ernest Robson’s (see his
 collection Transwhichics) might only serve to limit the expressive
potential of the piece.

 “… To Tongue …”

Roland Barthes explores a phenomenon he describes as “the rustle of language,” where “rustling” denotes the paradoxically noiseless “noise of what
is working well,” not unlike a well-oiled machine that works almost soundlessly (). In Barthes’s conception, systematized and well-oiled speech is
reduced to mere tinnitus, background noise to be ignored, and, as a result,
its “meaning [is] brutally dismissed, dogmatically foreclosed, in short castrated” (). e solution to this neutered syntax is something similar to
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Julia Kristeva’s notion of “poetic language,” which consists of “various
deviations from the grammatical rules of the language.” For Kristeva, this
entails “syntactic irregularities such as ellipses, non-recoverable deletions,
indefinite embeddings, etc.” (). Her focus is predominately a textual
poetic language. Similarly, we might extend Kristeva’s scope to ask, what
would a spoken “poetic language” of “deviations” entail?
e poet Lew Welch provides an answer in “Language is Speech,” a
transcribed lecture from the posthumous volume How I Work as a Poet
Poet,
in which he describes a winery tour led by a tour guide using “that strange
kind of language guides use, almost a chant,” who then shouts, “Whose
kid is that?” when a toddler is about to fall into one of the vats. Welch
observes, “e force of whose kid is that caused everyone to pay attention
to the real moment we were all in” (–)—this “immediate” and “organic”
expression cuts through the rustle of language to effect actual communication. rough its transgression of both syntactical and contextual norms,
as well as conversational volume, “Whose kid is that?” becomes a sort
of “emergency language,” which reaches tuned-out listeners. In “–,”
Bernstein’s fluctuating dynamics, vocal affectations, and, in particular, the
piece’s jarring, screamed finale, achieve similar effects.
e most interesting difference between Welch’s example and Bernstein’s poem is that the latter contains, essentially, no useful information.
A list of numbers from one to one hundred is an arbitrary and mundane
lieder, yet the poet’s delivery takes us through a full range of human emotions, culminating in an unnervingly raw conclusion which commands
our attention, even if only to get away from it. Bernstein underscores the
semantic tension between the performance of the words and the words
themselves, downplaying the latter for the sake of the former. All information received by the listener comes through the timbre of the performer’s
voice and the dramatic shifts in tone—meaning is divorced from textual
constraints and is rendered solely through sonic means, exploiting our
common human experience and the punctive nature of the sounds of
distress. In his  introduction to the essay collection, Close Listening:
Poetry and the Performed Word, Bernstein renews his call for an increased
focus on “philosophical and linguistic approaches to the acoustic dimension of language,” granting study of “the poet’s own performances, the
‘total’ sound of the work, and the relation of sound to semantics” equal
importance alongside traditional textual analysis. Here, nearly three
decades earlier, we see nascent traces of these ideologies in “–,” a
piece which enthusiastically subjugates the graphemic to the phonemic,
reveling in sound’s expressive power.
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 “… To Tape”
Now nearly forty years old, this single preserved performance of “–”
comes to us in what is likely a third- or fourth-generation copy, including conversion to  format. e effects of time and these transcription and digitization processes—including added noise, reduced sound
quality, mastering limitations, and various potential idiosyncrasies of the
equipment used, as well as the gradual degradation of the physical media
itself—alter the poem in a number of ways. is is most noticeable during Bernstein’s long, drawn-out phrasings, where tape wobble creates a
slight vibrato, accentuating his sardonic tone. Overall, the audio seems
to run a little fast, which adds to this comedic effect. However, when the
mood of the piece darkens, and the volume level increases, the limitations of the recording become apparent as the poet’s voice pushes against
the boundaries of fidelity. Indeed, his most anguished screams are made
even more so by their heavily compressed signal—they move beyond a
human range of sound into something more elemental, like thunder or an
earthquake, or perhaps the transition is from naturally occurring sound
into something artificial, something mechanically enhanced (even as it is
mechanically hindered).
Moreover, all of this reinforces our knowledge that we are not partaking in a performance of a poem but, rather, in a recording of a performance
of a poem—which changes the stakes significantly. Technological mediation introduces a number of fail-safes for us as listeners: we can easily
modify our experience of the poem by lowering the volume, by skipping
ahead, or by stopping the audio altogether. Goldsmith’s one-liner, “if you
last that long, things get really spicy around ,” acknowledges that “–”
can be a difficult listening experience (). Many probably never hit play
in the first place.
For those who have hit play, the recorded medium has several inherent benefits, mostly relating to its iterability. Try performing the piece
yourself, try even matching the length and intensity of Bernstein’s “ninetynine,” and you’ll see that an encore performance is an unlikely prospect.
However, with a recording, we can rewind and replay; we can amplify,
equalize, and even remix Bernstein’s words (see Niels Plenge’s e Answer
Answer,
which edits a Bernstein monologue into a frenzied beat-box routine), all
of which allow for additional analysis beyond the fleeting experience of a
live performance. Without the means of replication, an exploration such as
this—which seeks to find various meanings in what seems like an arbitrary
vocal exercise—would not be possible in the first place. As challenging an
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experience as it might be, Bernstein’s “–” clearly calls for, and just as
clearly rewards, repeated (close) listening.
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